2015 - 2016
Selected Faculty and Student
Publications and Scholarly Activities
This is the 15th annual publication showcasing the many achievements of our faculty and students. The ideas, topics, and research reflected here demonstrate the extensive range of talent and opportunities we have at Marist, as well as the College’s continuous commitment to a diverse and open learning environment.

Scholarly research, dialogue, and creative activity are critical to any academic community. Through consequential scholarship, Marist faculty members strengthen the learning environment in their classroom and share important knowledge with the larger scholarly community outside of Marist. Their substantive pursuits reflect a dedication to academic excellence and to their own development as scholars and artists.

I am proud to present the 2015-2016 achievements of the Marist College faculty and student body. Please join me in congratulating all those whose names and accomplishments appear in this volume.

Thomas S. Wermuth
Vice President for Academic Affairs/Dean of Faculty


Lerner, K. (2015, August 27). The mourning of AJR is less about a decline in press criticism than the loss of an institution. *Nieman Lab*.


**SELECTED FACULTY PRESENTATIONS**


McDevitt, M., Benn, J., Lerner, K, & et al. (2016, August). *Closing of the journalism mind: Anti-intellectualism in the professional development of college students*. Paper presented at the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication Conference, Minneapolis, MN.


SELECTED FACULTY CREATIVE ACTIVITY


Smith, E. (2016). *Bronzes and prints*. St. Anslem College, Manchester, NH.

Smith, E. (2016). *Glory unending*. Sound, Ethics, Art And Morality Conference, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel.

SCHOOL OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
SELECTED FACULTY PUBLICATIONS


Schwartz, D. (2015, July). *When the professor joins the student team: A service-learning project that was more complex than I had expected!* Proceedings of the 2015 international conference on Frontiers in Education: Computer Science and Computer Engineering (*FECS ’15*). Las Vegas, NV.


**SELECTED FACULTY AND STUDENT PRESENTATIONS**


Cannistra, R. (2015, October). *Nested orchestration in a heterogeneous software defined infrastructure.* Presented at the SDN & OpenFlow World Congress, Düsseldorf, Germany.


*Marist Student


*Marist Student


*Marist Student*


SELECTED FACULTY PRESENTATIONS


SELECTED FACULTY CREATIVE ACTIVITY


SELECTED STUDENT PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS


Kovacs, Alex. Commentary on Alex Pustelnyk’s “God’s Suffering Love Theodicy: A Response to Rowe’s Argument from Particular Horrors.” Sixth Mid-Hudson Valley Undergraduate Philosophy Conference. Marist College, Poughkeepsie, NY. Nov. 2015.

Lampert, Brian. Commentary on Zoe Kreitenberg’s “Philosophical Implications of Sexual Harassment and Assault.” Sixth Mid-Hudson Valley Undergraduate Philosophy Conference. Marist College, Poughkeepsie, NY. Nov. 2015.


SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
SELECTED FACULTY PUBLICATIONS


SELECTED FACULTY PRESENTATIONS


Erickson, G. S., & Rothberg, H. (2015, September). *Strategic approaches to knowledge and related intangibles.* 16th European Conference on Knowledge Management, University of Udine, Udine, Italy.


Purinton-Johnson, E. (2016, February). *How geek chic can lead the way to better marketing models: The call to research fashion adoption*. Association of Business and Behavioral Sciences, Las Vegas, NV.


SCHOOL OF PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMS
SELECTED FACULTY PUBLICATIONS


SELECTED FACULTY PUBLICATIONS


SCHOOL OF SCIENCE
SELECTED FACULTY AND STUDENT PUBLICATIONS


SELECTED FACULTY AND STUDENT PRESENTATIONS


*Marist Student


Espinasa, L. “Hydrogeology of the Sierra de El Abra, Caves, and Astyanax.” Meeting of the Paris-Sarclay Institute of Neurosciences, Ciudad Valles, Mexico, 2016.


*Marist Student


*Marist Student


*Marist Student
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
SELECTED FACULTY AND STUDENT PUBLICATIONS


**SELECTED FACULTY AND STUDENT PRESENTATIONS**


*Marist Student


Raines, J. B. (2016, March). Police sexual misconduct as reported on Twitter. Paper presented at the meeting of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences, Denver, CO.

*Marist Student


*Marist Student*


*Marist Student*